Tefl Unit 4 Worksheet Answers
4: activity worksheets - teachyourselfalesson - 4: activity worksheets the following worksheets have been
designed so that you can test your student’s understanding of all the lesson plans in this book. each of the
individual worksheets includes target language from ... worksheet 4: numbers complete the following numbers.
3 111111 222222 333333 444444 555555 666666 777777 888888 999999 unit 5 lesson 4 vocabulary
discovery - unit 5 lesson 4 – where do you live? vocabulary discovery find the following vocabulary items.
write down the next word or words that follow the vocabulary item. write down the numbers of all the ads
where you found them. the first one is done for you as an example. past modals (student worksheet) amazon s3 - past modals (student worksheet) 1 not necessary - capture the other team's flag 2 strong
suspicion negative charge interest on that loan 3 possibility negative pull out the electrical cord 4 external
requirement negative wake up the baby before noon 5 advice negative tease the puppy 6 obligation - lay the
concrete lesson: feelings & emotions - esl kidstuff - 4. teach the rest of the song vocab 5. play "missing
flashcard guess" 6. match feelings to the situations 7. practice actions of the song 8. sing the feelings song 9.
read classroom reader "how do you feel when ...?" 10. do "how do you feel when ...?" worksheet wrap up: 1.
set homework: "my feelings 1" worksheet or "my feelings 2" worksheet 2. unit 8 - future tenses - esl extra
- in this unit we will look at all of the above structures in more detail. there are normally a number of forms
available for what you want to say, but forms 5 and 7 are the most crime and punishment - tefl | esl
worksheets, handouts ... - this worksheet looks at some common vocabulary and expressions used when
reporting crime in newspapers. ! give one worksheet to each student. students should discuss the question in
pairs, or small groups. don't spend too long on this section - the main discussion questions come at the end of
the worksheet. unit 6 - past tenses - esl extra - now have a look at these 4 sentences: 1. when i got to the
car park i realised that i had lost my keys. 2. she told me she had worked in france and germany. 3. he arrived
late; he hadn’t realised the roads would be so icy. 4. she was upset because paul hadn’t telephoned. absolute
beginners - onestopenglish - unit 1 absolute beginners by rances marnie macmillan publishers limited 21 l
absolute beginners unit 1 7. refer to exercise 2. ask the students to write sentences describing their house or
flat. circulate and help as necessary. 8. hold up the flashcards of rooms from units 13 and 14. revise describe
rooms and what the people are doing. print and go esl ebook - elcivics - 4 buying a used car a. reading jeff
is trying to buy a used car. he is at a dealership and is negotiating with a car salesman. he can afford to put
$1,200 down on a car and pay up to $275 per month. the car salesman said jeff needs to put more money
down on the car if he wants the payments under $300. the asking price for the car is $8,500. eslkidstuff |
lesson plans for esl kids teachers - divide the class into teams (of 3 or 4 students). give each team one pen
and lots small pieces of colored paper (e.g. team a has only red paper, team b has only blue paper, etc.). this
is very important as you will be giving scores to each team based on the amount of pictures they have drawn.
next, put 4 boxes in the 4 corners of your classroom. lesson plan: let’s take a trip - lesson plan: let’s take a
trip by sarah sahr . ssahr@tesol . one thing i have learned is that students love to talk about where they come
from. even more so, students love talking to people who are going to visit their home country. travel lessons
are some of my favorite activities… mostly because i love to travel. my family, friends and others - british
council - my family, friends and others: my friend/family – teachers’ notes introduction: (5 mins) look at
worksheet 4. ask your learner what he or she can say about the four people pictured. there are prompts for
sentences relating to where he or she lives, language and hobbies. listen forfullsentencesand howmuchof
thelesson’stargetlanguageis suggested lesson plan- unit 1- hello! - download-esl - suggested lesson
plan- unit 1- hello! this lesson should take about 3 or 4 academic hours to teach and practice. one academic
hour is 40 minutes. ... writing worksheets: hand out one worksheet at the end of each lesson in the order
worksheet 1, 2 ,3. let the kids trace or write the words learnt.
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